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DESCRIPTION

PROLISTEL P ALL is an aluminium listel 
suitable to decorate wall and �oor cove-
rings in ceramic, mosaic and natural 
stone. Its particular section and the 
availability in nineteen di�erent �nishes 
and two widths, make it a much sought 
after pro�le. 
 

MATERIAL

PROLISTEL P ALL is a “C” shaped listel in 
anodized silver - copper - titanium and 
black aluminium, polished chrome - 
copper - titanium and black aluminium, 
brushed silver - copper - titanium and 
black aluminium and Tiltex brushed silver 
- copper and titanium aluminium with a 
visible surface of 10 and 25 mm and  
height of 7 mm. 
Its particular section and the availability 
in nineteen di�erent �nishes and two 
widths, make PROLISTEL P ALL a much 
sought after pro�le that can be matched 
with PROJOLLY, PROJOLLY SQUARE, 
PROJOLLY TRIANGLE and PROJOLLY 
QUART.  

AREAS OF USE

PROLISTEL P ALL in anodized, polished 
and brushed aluminium is suitable for 
indoors environment where good 
resistance to mechanical and chemical 
stresses are required. 

WARNINGS

Do not use PROLISTEL P ALL in anodized, 
polished and brushed aluminium outdo-
ors and in environments where aggressi-
ve substances are used. Clean immedia-
tely the surface of the pro�le from all 
remains of adhesive or grout after laying; 
the permanence of these substances on 
the surface may lead to formation of 
non-removable aluminium hydroxide 
(dark halos).

MAINTENANCE

PROLISTEL P ALL does not require any 
special maintenance. It is suggested to 
clean it with normal household cleaning 
products.

LAYING INSTRUCTIONS

1.  Choose “PROLISTEL P ALL” according 
to the visible surface and desired �nish.
2. Cut “PROLISTEL P ALL” to the desired 
length and apply the adhesive on the 
surface where the pro�le will be laid.
3. Press “PROLISTEL P ALL” into the adhe-
sive, aligning it with the tiles leaving a 2 
mm joint. Remove immediately all 
remains of adhesive from the surface of 
the pro�le.
4. Fill the joint between the pro�le and 
tiles with grout in order to avoid water 
stagnation. Remove immediately all the 
remains of grout from the surface of the 
pro�le.

TEXT TEMPLATE FOR TENDERS

Delivery and installation of a “C” shaped 
listel in anodized silver - copper - titanium 
- black aluminium / polished chrome - 
copper - titanium - black aluminium / 
brushed silver - copper - titanium - black 
aluminium / Tiltex brushed silver - copper 
- titanium aluminium  with a visible surfa-
ce of 10 / 25 mm and height of 7 mm, like 
PROLISTEL P ALL of the Progress Pro�les 
company.

PLTP... 10 / 25: Anodized, polished, 
brushed and Tiltex brusched  aluminium.

Pro�le width : __________________mm
Pro�le length : ___________________mt
Material : _____________________€/mt
Application : ___________________€/mt
Total value : ___________________€/mt


